ACROSS
1. Prospect of victory before one’s expression of gratitude (5)
2. Bag containing small part for pot (9)
3. Drink, accepting credit for robbery (5-2)
4. Not working enough, ignoring student’s material (7)
5. Cynical, for example, before good breakfast perhaps (4-6,3)
6. Fun time for the early riser? (4)
7. City gent who’s unprincipled died in the morning (9)
8. 17 bets regularly on teams (9)
9. Shortly make something for breakfast (4)
10. Rebellious Britain’s due no changes (13)
11. Hurry back with a German car used in part exchange, say (5-2)
12. Birds found in large quarries (7)
13. Provides relief if a student leaves it out (10)
14. I am working, beset by bad-tempered witness (9)
15. Leaves baker worried for rest of workforce (3,5)
16. Dress down dear – supporting vehicle (6)
17. Exercises adopted by amorous escorts (4)
18. Means of travelling first-class rail, originally (3)

DOWN
1. Large container full of sulphur (4)
2. Bits of NHS see merit in chaos (11)
3. Capital invested in bank? A racket (6)
4. Rodents seeing unknown horse rear, within limits (9)
5. Dish from southern States - hot one (5)
6. Avoided school in the outskirts of Edgware and got hitched (8)
7. Sash Holbein regularly used (3)
8. Fighting that might lead to union (10)
9. Provides relief if a student leaves it out (10)
10. Sanction finish with topless riders on time (11)
11. City gent who’s unprincipled died in the morning (9)
12. Rebellious Britain’s due no changes (13)
13. Hurry back with a German car used in part exchange, say (5-2)
14. Birds found in large quarries (7)
15. Provides relief if a student leaves it out (10)
16. I am working, beset by bad-tempered witness (9)
17. Leaves baker worried for rest of workforce (3,5)
18. Dress down dear – supporting vehicle (6)
19. Exercises adopted by amorous escorts (4)
20. Means of travelling first-class rail, originally (3)